
 NoR     Algebris     69F     Cup  -     amendment     n.1 
 Add     point     14.6: 
 Brand     exposure     by     competitors     with     chartered     boats. 
 -     It     is     permitted     to     display     sponsors'     brands     on     personal     clothing. 
 -  It  is  permitted  to  display  sponsors'  brands  on  the  boats  (on  the  side  in  the  stern  area,  max.  dimensions  50  x 
 20     cm). 

 -  It  is  permitted  to  display  sponsors'  brands  on  the  sails  owned  by  the  team;  there  is  no  size  limitation  of  the 
 brands. 
 -  It  is  permitted  to  display  sponsors'  brands  on  the  sails  of  the  previous  season  (mainsail  and  jib)  owned  by  OA 
 only  on  extra  training  days  and  on  days  1  and  2  of  the  event;  there  is  no  size  limitation  of  the  brands.  The 
 application     and     removal     of     the     stickers     is     charged     on     the     team. 

 NoR     69F     YFGC     and     WFGC     -     amendment     n.1 
 Add     at     point     3: 
 Brand     exposure     by     competitors. 
 -     It     is     permitted     to     display     sponsors'     brands     on     personal     clothing. 
 -  It  is  permitted  to  display  sponsors'  brands  on  the  boats  (on  the  side  in  the  stern  area,  max.  dimensions  50  x 
 20     cm): 

 ●  on     extra     training     days; 
 ●  on     the     finals     racing     days     only     if     the     team     is     part     of     the     gold     fleet. 

 -     It     is     permitted     to     display     sponsors'     brands     on     the     sails     owned     by     the     team: 
 ●  on     extra     training     days; 
 ●  on  the  finals  racing  first  day  only  if  the  team  is  part  of  the  gold  fleet;  owned  sails  must  also  be  left 

 hoisted     for     silver     fleet     regattas; 
 ●  on     the     finals     racing     last     day     only     if     the     team     is     part     of     the     gold     fleet. 

 There     is     no     size     limitation     of     the     brands. 
 -  It  is  permitted  to  display  sponsors'  brands  on  the  sails  of  the  previous  season  (mainsail  and  jib)  owned  by  OA 
 only  on  extra  training  days;  there  is  no  size  limitation  of  the  brands.  The  application  and  removal  of  the 
 stickers     is     charged     on     the     team. 


